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 Abstract: In Real Business Cycle models, time-separable preferences fail to 
explain procyclicalities of major economic variables observed in many countries . 
Performance of time-dependent preferences is no better under diminishing returns 
technology, because it relies on the Intertemporal Substitution of leisure that 
has been rejected by empirical studies. The comparative static analysis tells that 
allowing capacity utilization rate to be determined endogenously makes Real 
Business Cycle models exhibit the procyclicalities even if preferences are time-
separable.

1. INTRODUCTION

  Business fluctuations in many countries are featured by persistent shocks and 

procyclicalities where output, consumption, investment, employment (manhour 
labor force) and labor productivity move in the same direction .' Real Business 
Cycle (RBC) models are a focus of attention in the recent studies of business 
cycles. So far, however, none of these is satisfactory in generating the pro-
cyclicalities of employment and labor productivity . They regard the economy 
always in the competitive equilibrium, and fluctuations caused by exogenous 

shocks to technology. On this view, variations in employment crucially depend 
on the intertemporal substitution (IS) of consumption and leisure . It is for this 
reason that much attention has been paid to the problem of consumers' pref-
erences in RBCs. Time-separable utility function , frequently used for simplicity, 
does not generate the comovements as is shown by Barro and King [5] (BK) . 

 Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to Professor D. Kamiya (Keio University) and other 
anonymous referees for helpful comments and suggestions. Special thanks are expressed to Mr. S. 
Ohira (Keio University) and Mr. H. Nakano (Takasaki University of Economics) with whom 
discussions led the author to the present study. Any remaining errors are, of course, my own. 

1 Long and Plosser [21] and Yoshikawa [33] studies persistent production shocks in the United 
States and Japan, respectively. Kydland and Prescott [19] explains the comovements for the United 
States.
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The recent RBC models begin to employ the time-dependent utility function. 
It may generate the observed fluctuations in employment, but not in labor pro-
ductivity as long as labor is the only short-run variable production factor. In 
addition, not a few empirical studies on the labor market are unfavorable to the 
IS hypothesis.2 This paper examines by comparative static analysis the relation-
ships between consumers' preferences and procyclicalities, suggesting that intro-
duction of variations in capacity utilization rate largely removes difficulties with 
RBCs in generating the observed comovements. 

 Following BK, the present paper attempts to rehabilitate the RBC theory, by 
examining effects of technology shocks, first with time-separable utility function, 
and then with time-dependent utility function. Main conclusions of this paper are 
as follows: (i) With minor extensions, BK's result is confirmed that the time-
separable utility function does not explain the comovements. (il) Allowing capacity 
utilization rate to be determined endogenously, the competitive equilibrium model 
exhibits the comovements even with time-separable utility function. Hercowitz 

 [ 14] examined the effect of such an endogenous capacity utilization rate, with 
utility function having no income effect on leisure and production lags. The present 

paper differs from it in supposing no production lags and positive income effect 
on leisure. (iii) If the current leisure is substitute for future consumption and 
leisure, time-dependent preferences may generate the comovements of employ-
ment, as in Lucas and Rapping [23]. 

  The paper is organized in the following way. The general form of the problem 
and assumptions are presented in section 2. Section 3 carries out comparative 
static analysis, first with time-separable utility function. Procyclical movements 
of employment and labor productivity are hardly explained under the assumptions 
of superior-good leisure and diminishing returns technology. Then, variable 
capacity utilization rate is introduced to show that it generates the desired dy-
namics. Some evidence on the Japanese economy concerning the variability of 
capacity utilization rate is also shown. Section 4 examines time-dependent utility 
function, followed by section 5 that concludes the paper with some comments on 
the problem concerning employment.

2. THE GENERAL FORM OF THE PROBLEM

 This paper takes the RBCs' approach and examines the dynamics of the econ-
omy as the solution to a central planner's problem. The general form of his 

problem is given by (1).

 2 Altonji [2] and Mankiw , Rotemberg and Summers [27] reject the hypothesis on the US labor 
market. Kennan [18] finds strong persistency in employment of OECD countries to cast a doubt on 
RBC equilibrium approaches.
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          max  W= E lit U(ct, z) 
{ct}{It}{ht}{kk + 1) t = 0 

        subject to kt + 1= G(ct, It, ht, kl ; x) 

                  where zt = gilt_ i, ac =1 
i=0 

kc and 1_,  (i =0, 1, • • • , p) are given . (1) 

Decision variables are ct, It, h, and k,±1, while kt, It _ (i= 1, • • • , n) and xi are state 
variables in period t. c, 1, h, k and x are called consumption, leisure, capacity 
utilization rate, capital stock and technology shift parameter, respectively. The 
instantaneous utility depends on a linear combination of current and past leisure 
as in Ryder and Heal [30] and Kydland and Prescott [19], and is called time-
separable when p= O. h is treated separately from labor as a production factor 
since it is not included in the utility function.' 

 The following assumptions are made throughout the paper. 

(A 1) Differentiability and Concavity: 
The instantaneous objective function U(•) is concave and twice continuously 
differentiable. G(•) is also twice continuously differentiable in 1, h and k. It is 
concave for —1 and k, and concave-convex for h. 

(A2) Boundary: 
U(•) and G(•) satisfy the following Inada conditions. 

limi (It= 0 limi + 0 Ut = 00 

limn, co Gs= 0 limn„0 Gs= 00 

                    where i=c, z, s=n, h, k and n= —1 

(A3) Discount factor: 
/3 satisfies /3 E (0, 1). 

(A4) Time-separable Hicks-neutral technology shock: 
The technology shift parameter x enters production function multiplicatively and 

3 The corresponding consumers' problem is 

                  max W= fitU(ct, z1) 
{col}{kk+1} t=o 

               subject to k14. i = 0(cl, l; wt, RI, kl) 

                          where z1= all_ll ac=1 
1=0 

kc and l_; (i=0, 1, •, p) are given (2) 

where w and R are factor incomes of labor and capital. The number of decision variables for consumers 
is different from that of central planner due to the presence of endogenous capacity utilization h.
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its exogenous change, namely technology shocks, only concerns with variables 
having the same time subscript. This temporary innovation has no serial correla-
tion, increasing productivities in the Hicksian neutral way. The objective utility 
function is free from any shocks. 

(As) Superior goods: 
All goods included in the utility function are superior so that wealth effect on 
demand is positive for all of these goods. 

 Under  (Al)—(A3), the unique inner solution is guaranteed (Lucas = Stokey 

[24]). With (A4), shocks to preferences are excluded from the present analysis.' 
We are to perform analyses in a deterministic way so that expectations are not 
included in (1). (As), obtained from cross-sectional empirical studies, is used in 
almost all models of endogenous labor supply. In addition to the assumption of 
diminishing returns technology (Al), it plays a crucial role. 

 The first-order conditions for the central planner are given below where A, is 
the current-value Lagrange multiplier for the feasibility constraint. 

Ult(ct, zt) — )tG,t(ct, ht, ht, kt ; xi) = 0 

— ;ti + Gkt + l (cr, ht, kt ; xtV)-t + i = 0 

Ght(ct, ht, ht, kt ; xi) = 0 

G(ct, ht, ht, kt; xi)—kt+1= 0  di 

                               where i= c, 1 , and n= —1 . 

As we deal with short run effects of shocks observed or anticipated at the beginning 
of period t, we concentrate on the interactions of variables in the adjacent periods 
t and t+ 1, holding future variables constant.5 

 Differentiating the above equations totally while holding kt and kt+, (j = 2, 3, ) 

constant gives the following dynamics. 

A 131 d Yt  Xi 0 rdXt 
        B'VdYt+Lo Xz dXt(3) 

dYt+J (j=0, 1) is a vector of decision variables having the time subscript t+j. 

(The stock variable kt+1 chosen at period t is included in dYt+,.) Matrix A is 
n x n square where n is the number of decision variables plus the number of 
constraints having the time-subscript t. It is the static Hessian matrix for the 
central planner. Matrix V is (n + s) x (n + s) square, being composed of matrix A

   This assumption does not rule out labor-augmenting (or Harrod-neutral) permanent technological 
changes, which the stylized facts of economic growth suggest. (Phelps [29] and Swan [32]). We can 
take care of such permanent technological changes, having all the affected variables either divided by 
some trend level index of technology, or detrended linearly as in Kydland, Prescott, and Rebello [16]. 

5 To be precise , a change in xi+, affects the value of kt+2. The logic of the proofs and conclusions, 
however, remain the same even if we allow for the effects of changes in xi+, on the value of kt+2.
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and a border. s is the number of stock variables that are chosen in period t and 
become state variables in period  t+ 1. Matrix B, n x (n + s) rectangular, determines 
the intertemporal dynamics of the system. Its non zero elements pertain to the 
agents' access to the capital market as well as time-dependency of preferences . 
dXt +; (j=0,  1) is a vector of exogenous shocks having the time subscript t+j . 
Assumption (A4) of the unique source of shocks requires that dXt+; filled with 
the same elements. XI and X2 are shock-transmitting matrices . 

 Comparative statics of current and expected future shocks are6 

— dY
t —              dX, _[QllQl2Xl=QllXl(4) 

dYY+ 1 Q21 Q22oQ2lXl 

dXt —

dY,

 dX,+ 

dYt+i
 -fQ11 Q12 0 

Q21 Q22 J L X2
dXt + 1

1 [
Ql2X2 

Q22X2 1 (5) 

Q11 Q12

[A B -1             where Q = 
                     Q21 Q22 J B' V 

               and Q11 =A-l+A-IB(V—B'A-lB)-lBlA-l 

Q12= -A-IB(V—B'A-lB)-1 

                     Q21= -(V—BSA-IB)-lB'A-l 

Q22=(V—B'A-lB)-1. 

Thus, 

dYt ]=_A_lBQ22x2 
                                      dXt + 1 

              = _A_IB dYt+1(6) 
                                         dXt + 1 ' 

[]dYt                                 =A-lxi_A-lBQ2lxi 
dXt 

                  =A-lXl—A-IB dYt+1(7) 
                                         dXt 

 Responses of endogenous variables depend on time structure of three factors: 
i.e. preferences, feasibility constraint and exogenous shocks . Similar to the Slutsky's 
equation for consumer's behavior, the effect of a current shock in (7) is decomposed 

 6 See Magnus and Neudecker [25] p. 11 for matrix calculations.
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into two parts; the first term indicates infra-temporal substitutions, the total wealth 
as well as future leisure held constant, and the second term, the intertemporal 
substitutions (IS). The latter is further decomposed into the net wealth effect and 
the trade off with future leisure. If matrix B equals zero and agents have no means 
to save under time-separable utility, the total effect is only infra-temporal.

3. TIME-SEPARABLE PREFERENCES

3.1. Investment with Constant Utilization and Depreciations 
 When agents have access to investment opportunity with time-independent 

preferences, the central planner's problem is 

                 max  W  = 13t U(ct, It) 
{ctI{ItI{kt+il t=0

subject to k+1= F(ht, kt ; xi) + (l — (5)kt — ct , ht= — It

kc is given . (8)

The future shock affects the current decision variables only through the capital 
market because of the special structure of matrix B shown in appendix, which 
means that the shock is transmitted as changes in the wealth for consumers. Since 
the intertemporal effect is equivalent to the net wealth effect, we obtain the fol-
lowing proposition. 

 PROPOSITION 1 (Barro and King [5]). In problem (8) under (Al)—(As), con-
sumption, investment, employment, output and labor productivity do not move all in 
the same direction in response to the anticipated future technology shock such that

sgn 

sgn

dat 

dxt + ~ 

dat

sgn
dk,+ 1

sgn

dxt + 1 

dFt

dxt + dxt +

l sgn 

sgn

d 

 dat

d. _

dat 
sgn 

dat  )=sgn(
dnt 

dxt+ i 

dF„t

where F„ is the marginal labor productivity (MPL). 

 PROOF. Given in appendix. 
 When consumption and leisure are superior, they must 

direction. The current investment, on the other hand, moves

dxt +
(9)
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comparative statics of the future production shocks. In BK's notation of Eq. (15) 

p. 830, 

 Yt=Cd(Bt, il, at+1)+Id(Bt, rt, at+1)= YS(Bt, rt, at+1) 

where B, r and a are lifetime wealth, interest rate and the technology level, 
respectively. Similar to BK's method, the effects of anticipated shocks can be 
decomposed into three parts: the direct effects of technology shocks, the indirect 
effects through changes in the interest rate, and the indirect effects via changes in 

the lifetime wealth. 

dYt aCd aid (acdt aId  dr, aCd aid  dB, 
  dat + 1 aat + 1+aat + 1 + art + art dat + 1 + aBt + aBt dat + 1 

The above equation is different from BK in the sense that it considers the effects 
of future technology shock on consumption and investment as well as the effects 
of lifetime wealth on investment. The latter two effects shift the investment demand . 
schedule upward. By inserting the following cross-conditions obtained from the 
analysis of consumer behavior in BK's Eq. (4) on p. 820 

aCd aYt __acdaYtacdayracd alt                                     __ 

aBt artart aBt ' art a;+1 aat+ 1 art 

the following inequality may hold if the first term in the square bracket is 

sufficiently large. 

dY, _~_laid aBt + aid aYtaY                      —taBtaY + t aid >0 
dat + 1 aBt aat + 1 a;+ 1 art aBt al + 1 aat + 1 art 

where 

            sod A=aYt—aCt—alt >0.(10) 
art art art 

 On the other hand, a current shock generates the procyclicality if substitution 
effects on leisure dominate income effects, and if the exogenous increase in labor 

productivity overwhelms its endogenous decrease due to diminishing returns 
technology. According to (7),

 dat/dxt 
dlt/dxt 
d),t/dxt

=  A-  ''XI—  (dkt + 1 /dxr) A- i
 0 

 0 

-1
(11)

The first and second terms represent the infra-temporal and net wealth effects, 
respectively. As is well known, the employment (negative leisure) increases if the 
substitution effect dominates. The current investment rises, reflecting agents' be-
havior to make their consumption path smooth.
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sgn(dat ----- =  sgn 
dxt 

sgndct= sgn 
dxt

on, 

ox, 

dFnt

ox, l

sgn(dcdFt          =sgn 
dxt dxt 

sgn(de, = sgn dkt +  
  dxtdxt

                if substitution effect dominates .(12) 

This basic model seems to generate the comovements , at first glance. However, a 
Hicks-neutral shock has a large income effect.' Either a rise in labor productivity 

(real wage) or the IS elasticity must be so large as to let people work more. 
Empirical studies on labor supply, however, show low elasticities .' Fluctuations 
in real wage are relatively small compared to manhour employment . 

 As is mentioned in the introduction, many countries experience a strong positive 
serial correlation in output. From the stand point of RBC models, there should 
be a strong positive serial correlation in exogenous technology shocks. The 
argument so far, however, tells us that they offset each other, pressing the current 
employment and investment to move in the opposite directions.

3.2. Investment with Endogenous Capacity Utilization and Depreciation Rates 
 In recent studies on investment and labor demand, endogenous utilization and 

depreciation rates have received much attention.' The current output depends on 
the flow of capital service which is the product of utilization rate h (0 < h< 1) and 
the physical amount of existing capital. An increase in utilization rate accelerates 
the depreciations.' ° The central planner's problem in this case is given by 

         max W = E f3t U(ct, It) 
{cr}{Ir}{ht}{kt + 1} t = 0

      subject to kt + t = F(ht, ht, k,; x,)+ [1 —  b(ht)] kt — ct , n,= — It 

k° is given .(13) 

 Although the time structure is essentially the same as in the previous model, 
the wealth effect of central planner is different from households'. This leads to 
the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2. In problem (13) under (Al)—(As), the anticipated future shock 

generates the procyclicalities of employment, labor productivity, capacity utilization 
rate and investment. If the complementarity between capital service and labor is 
sufficiently large, the current consumption also behaves procyclically.

   Note that it simultaneously raises the real wage and dividends paid to households. 
$ See Altonji [2] and Mankiw [26] . 

   Abel [1], Merrick [28], Calve [6], Hercowitz [14], and Greenwood, Hercowitz and Huffman 

[11]. Kydland [20] recently extends their original model by introducing capacity utilization rate. 
 10 BK denies the effectiveness of variable utilization with constant depreciation rate .
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 sgn 

sgn

d 

c

d.,± _

dnt 
----- = sgn 

iFflt  
= sgn

d. 

dht

d. _ _

dht 

dht  )

PROOF. Given in appendix. 

The effects of current shocks are

if Fnk > 0

sgn 

sgn(

dFt 
------ = sgn 

dxt + 

dkt +  
=sgn

dht 

dxt + 

dht  ). 
dxt +

(14)

  dctdht sgn
dxt=sgn( ------  

   dFt
sgndht sgn

dx=ox , 

 ti

The utilization rate has three effects. First, it raises MPL which equals the real 
wage to stimulate labor supply when Fkn > O. This condition always holds if capital 
and labor are complement in production.11 Secondly, it increases current output. 
Thirdly, it accelerates depreciation and raises future MPK to promote replacement 
investment. Some people may say that any other production factor such as 
materials plays the same role unless it does not affect utility. An increase in the 
current amount of materials, however, does not affect future MPK. 

 A rise in future income stimulates current consumption, while the increased 
future dividend depresses it, stimulating savings. When the former effect is 
sufficiently large, the current consumption goes up. A current shock increases 
current consumption, investment, and employment if infra-period substitution 
effects on leisure dominate income effect. When shocks are positively serially 

correlated, current and future shocks reinforce each other to generate greater and 

persistent comovements. 
 The present settings are different from Greenwood, Hercowitz and Huffman 

[11] where the shock dxt+1 directly affects both current marginal product of ht 
and future MPK. In addition to it, they employ production lags and the utility func-
tion having no wealth effect on demand for leisure. The proposition states that with-
out production lags introduction of variable capacity utilization rate help RBC 
models generating the procyclicalities even if consumers have time-separable pre-
ferences showing no wealth effect on leisure. Figure 1 shows cross correlations 
of growth rates between major economic variables. They show that the capital

sgn(dntdht 
    dxt= sgn( dxt 

if substitution effect dominates . 

dFntdht 
sgn 

dxt= sgn d xi 

if Fnh + Fnn > 0 . (15) 

, it raises MPL which equals the real 
1. This condition always holds if capital 

Secondly, it increases current output.

i i As the capital service is the product of utilization rate and the amount of capital stock
, Fn„ and 

Fk„ have the same sign.
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service is as strongly pro cyclical as consumption and employment.12

Estimation period: 68:1-94:1
1 .00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

Fig.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1  0 2 3 4

 Ia. Cross correlation between GNP and major economic variables. 
Note: YC = cross correlations between GNP and private consumption 

    YK = c.c. between GNP and private capital stock (on the installa-
        tion base) 

YU = c.c. between GNP and capital service where capital service 
        is the product of capital stock and capacity utilization in the 

         manufacturing industry 
Sources: GNP, private capital stock, (The Annual Report on the National 

      Accounts by the Economic Planning Agency), Capacity 
      utilization rate (Industrial Statistics Monthly by the Ministry 
      of International Trade and Industries)

5

Estimation period: 68:1-94:1
1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

-0 .2
 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 5

Fig. lb. Cross correlation between GNP and major economic variables. 
   Note: YEMP = c.c between GNP and the index of regular employment 

YMH=c.c. between GNP and index of manhour labor force 

               (which is the product of the index of regular employ-
               ment and the index of total hours worked) 

           YW = c.c. between GNP and the index of total earnings 
YAPL = c.c. between GNP and the index of average labor pro-

                ductivity. 
   Sources: The indices of regular employment, total hours worked, total 

          earnings, and average labor productivity (Monthly Labor Survey 
         by the Ministry of Labor)

 12 As all variables are logarithmed and prefiltered with (1—L4), 
that the two variables move in the same direction.

any positive correlation in dicates
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4. TIME-DEPENDENT PREFERENCES

 Recent studies on RBC models and labor supply employ time-dependent 

 preferences.13 When preferences are time-dependent, the intertemporal dynamic 
matrix B in (3) has nonzero elements besides the one corresponding to investment. 

 For simplicity, assume p =1 in (1). The current utility depends on leisure in the 
last and present periods. The first order conditions are 

Uct(ct, z)— Al= 0 

Uzt(ct, z)— .1,IF„(hr, kt ; x)+ fia 1 Uzt + = 0 

F(ht, kt; x0+(1-6)kt—ct—kt+, =0 

Al+pl+i [Fk(ht+1, k,,,; xi+1)+ 1—b]=0 . Vt (16) 

 By assuming uzzt = uZ2t+,, matrices A, B, V, and vectors XI, X2 and dYY+; (j = 0, 1) 
are

       Ucc 

A = Ucz 

       —1 

0 

B= 0 

—1

V=

Ucz 

(1 +fiat)Uzz+AF„,, 
—F„ 

0 0 0 

flaiUcz lealUZZ 0 
0 0 0

^

 N)Fkk N)Fnk RA R

0

AFnk A

R

 Xit=  (0, /1,F„x, — Fx)' 

X2t+1 =(—)Fkx, 0, AF., —Fr)' 

d Yr = (dat, dlt, AY 

dYt + 1= (dkt+ 1, dat+1, 4+1, dot+1Y

—1 

— F „ 

0

(17)

From (6),

 13 Kydland and Prescott [ 19]
, Eichenbaum, Hansen and Singleton [7], and Mankiw, Rotemberg 

and Summers [27].
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 der/ox,+ 

dlr/dxr+ 

ditr/ox,+ i

 _ —(dkt+1/dxt+ OA-  1

—(de,,1/dxt+1)A-l

—(dlt+ 1 /dxt+ 1)A-l

 0 

 0 

-1

 0 

 13a  U„ 
 0

 0 

01U, 
 0

(18)

The first term indicates the net wealth effect, while the second and third represent 
the IS with future consumption and leisure. As mentioned in section 3.2, the 
wealth effect causes the problem. Assume that  a, > 0, then the current leisure is 
substitute for future consumption and leisure as in Lucas and Rapping [23]. 
Since (de, + 1 /dxr + 1) > 0 and (dl, + i /dxt+ 1) > 0, the IS effects have a different sign 
from the wealth effect. The same holds with a current shock. 

 Time-dependent preferences appear to be successful in explaining the co-
movements of employment. Labor productivity, however, move in the opposite 
direction under diminishing returns technology (A 1). In addition to it, Mankiw, 
Rotemberg and Summers [27] statistically rejects the hypothesis of IS under these 

preferences for the U.S. data. Their estimates imply that the utility function is 
convex and that either consumption or leisure is an inferior good.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 This paper examined responses of endogenous variables to exogenous tech-
nology shocks in RBC models, under some plausible assumptions and various 

preferences. Under the assumptions of superior-goods leisure and diminishing 
returns technology, comovements of major macroeconomic variables cannot be 

generated by anticipated future shocks. If shocks are positively correlated, current 
shocks let people anticipate that output and productivities also increase in the 
next period. In this case, we are not sure if the RBC hypothesis is a plausible one 
to choose. With variable capacity utilization and depreciation rates, the RBC 
hypothesis and serial correlation of exogenous shocks reinforce each other, even 
under the assumption of time-separable preferences, to generate the observed 

patterns of fluctuations. 
 Previous works on other problems also suggest the need for introducing var-

iable capacity utilization rate. First, Abel [1] reports the good performance 
of Cobb-Douglas production function estimates when utilization is considered. 
Secondly, in almost all market economies movements of employment are sluggish 

(Kennan [ 18]). One problem with introducing capacity utilization rate is that it
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is difficult to obtain good  data,14 although it is employed as one of diffusion 
indices in many countries including Japan. 

 There are two possibilities to improve performance of RBC models. The one 
is to introduce some new factors, like capacity utilization rate, that is beyond 
the control of consumers and affects MPK directly. The other is to introduce 
intertemporal elements, such as time-dependent preferences and/or production 
lags. The result of the present analysis suggests that much attention should be 

paid on the production side. 
 There remains one disturbing fact about the Japanese economy. As Figure 1 b 

shows, labor productivity and real wage rate do not seem to move together. 
The RBC models suggest that MPL should always be equal to real wage rate. 
Introduction of variable capacity utilization may rehabilitate RBC theory, but we 
still need some other elements to fill the gap between MPL and real wage rate.

APPENDIX

 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. The first order conditions: 

ct(ct, It) — At= 0 

Ult(ct, It) — AtF'n(ht, kt ; x0= 0 

F(ht, kt; xi) + (1 — 6)kt— ct — kt + 1= 0 

— %t+Pt+1[Fk(ht+1, kt+1; xi+1)+ 1-8] =0 

Matrices A, B and V, and vectors XI, X2, d Yt +; and dXt +; 

(fa —1 
Uct U„+ —Fn

L—i 

      0 B=0 

—1

V=

— F n 

000 

000 

000

0 J

 N)Fkk 0 /)Fnk fJR

0

)Fnk A

R

in

Vt (Al) 

(3) are as follows.

where

 14 Epstein and Denny [8] . As for Japan, data are currently available only for manufacturing 
industries, published by the Ministry of International Trade and Industries .
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From (6), as matrix B is almost filled with zero  elem.( 

dat/dxt+ 1 

dlt/dxt+ 1 = —(dkt+ 1 /dxt+ 1)A-l 

d;,t/dxt+ 1 

The product A' (0,  0, — 1)' is precisely the income elf 
  The element .1,Fn,,, by which the central planner's 

sumers' when F„ = w, should be negative under  (Al) 
effect for the central planner is the same as consume 

dat/dx1+1  
<0 

dkt+1/dxt+1 

dlt/dxt+ 
<0. 

dkt+1/dxt+1 

  As labor is the unique production factor, employm 
same direction. The former responds against labor 
concave production function. 

  PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. The first order conditic 

15 For consumers, 

                             U„ (la — 1 — 
A= Uri vu -w 

-1 —w' 0 

= B

                TAKAKO IDEE 

              R=Fk+

771 — XI = (0,/LF„x, — Fx)' 

X2=(—AFkx, Xi)' 

d Yt = (dat, dl„ dA1)' 

dYt+1=(dkt+1, dat+1, dlt+1, dirt+1)' 

dXt = (dxt, . • . , dxt)' 

dX, • • •, dxt+1) 

as matrix B is almost filled with zero  nts,

 0 

 0

(A2)

The product  A  -  i (0, 0, — 1)' is precisely the income effects of the central plane 
The element .1,Fnn, by which the central planner's reaction differs from con-

sumers' when F„ = w, should be negative under  (Al) so that the sign of income 
effect for the central planner is the same as consumers'. Thus, from (As),

(A3) 

con-

As labor is the unique production factor, employment and output move in the 
me direction. The former responds against labor productivity under (A I) of 
ncave production function.Q.E.D. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. The first order conditions:

P=

0 

0 

0 

R

0  0 

A

 aR

(A4)
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 Uct(ct, 4) - At = 0 

Ult(ct, It) — AtFn(-1, ht, kt ; xi) = 0 

AtFht — AtSht = 0 

F(-4, ht, kt; xi)+[1—b(ht)]kt—ct—kt+1 

—At+IAt+1[Fk(-It+1 , ht+1, kt+1; xi+1)+ 1-6(ht+1)] =0 . 

Matrices A, B, V, and vectors XI, X2 and d Yt + 1 (1=0, 1) are

A=

B=

V=

 UCc 

UCI 

0 

—1 

0 

0 

0 

—1

Ucl 

Ult + lFnn 

— ) ,Fnh 

—F
n 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0000

 0 —1 
— AFnh — Fn 

),(Fhh — ahh) 0 

 00

 =0 

 Vt

 F3)Fkk N)Fnk N/l(Fhk — oh) fiR

0

)Fnk A

A(Fhk — oh)
R

 X  1,  = (0, AFnx, — AFhx, — Fx)' 

X2t+1=(—/LFkx, 0, AF„„, —AFhx, —Fr)' 

d Yt = (dat, dlt, dht, d/1„)' 

dYt+1=(dkt+1, dat+1, dlt+1, dht+1, dAt+1)1 

For consumers', matrices A, B, P are the same as in the previous case. 
 Since the time structure remains unchanged, we can apply the previc 

in (A3) and (11) to this case. What matters is the difference in incor

(As)

(A6)
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where

 A  =  detA

= - I Fnh+A(Fhh-(5hh)(2F„U l-w„„-Fn (.1,) <0

Clearly, utilization rate, employment and investment move in the same direction. 
Rises in employment and utilization rate jointly increase the output if the capital 
stock and labor are complements in production. Thus, they show procyclicalities. 
The response of consumption is ambiguous. The first and second terms in the 
bracket have different signs. If F„h is sufficiently large, the second effect dominates 
and consumption moves in the same direction as output and investment. 

                                                                        Q.E.D.
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